
CITY OF LAGUNA BEACH
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

STAFF REPORT

HEARING DATE: October 12, 2022

TO: VIEW RESTORATION COMMIflEE

CLAIM: VRPI6-1l79

CLAIMANT: Jack Lampert
31522 Mar Vista Avenue

VEGETATION OWNER: Neil and Wendi Steinman
31500 Eagle Rock Way

ENVIRONMENTAL
STATUS: CEQA Exempt (Class IV)

PREPARED BY: Tony Parr, Associate Planner
(949) 497-0322

REQUESTED ACTION: Jack Lampert, owner of the property located at 31522 Mar Vista Avenue (herein
“the claimant”) is requesting restoration of pre-existing views that are alleged to be obstructed by vegetation
on the property owned by Neil and Wendi Steinman (herein “the vegetation owner”) located at 31500 Eagle
Rock Way.
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View corridor from claimant’s property, 31522 Mar Vista Avenue
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BACKGROUND: On June 1, 2016, the claimant submitted a Notice of Intent to File application to engage
the vegetation owner in a mediation meeting, Phase I of the view restoration process. Mediation between
the property owners was completed and an agreement was reached as a result of mediation. On April 20,
2022, the claimant stated that he believed the terms of the mediation agreement have not been upheld by
the vegetation owner and submitted a Formal View Restoration application. (See pages 19-42.)
Subsequently the claimant submitted an addendum to the application on August 30, 2022. The vegetation
owners, Neil and Wendi Steinman, were notified that a Formal View Restoration application had been filed
and that the matter would be adjudicated at a public hearing by the View Restoration Committee.

Staff visited the claimant’s site1on April 27, 2022 and photographed the obstructed view from the living
room and the master bedroom to evaluate the view with the submitted pre-existing view photographs.
Subsequent to that date, the claimant and the vegetation owner continued their discussion in an attempt to
resolve the matter. The vegetation owner agreed to, and performed additional trimming which is depicted
in the photographs dated August 10, 2022 in the comparison Exhibits A — D. The claimant stated that the
recent, additional trimming does not restore the view to that pre-existing level and that he is filing to restore
the ocean view that he enjoyed when he purchased his property in 2008. The claimant asked to move the
claim forward to a hearing.

Staff conducted a site visit on the vegetation owner’s property on August 10, 2022 and observed the Giant
Bird of Paradise, Mexican Fan palm and mixed hedge, including but not limited to, Bougainvillea,
Pittosporum, Bamboo, Ficus, Eugenia and Pepper tree (herein the “subject vegetation”) in the front, rear
and side yards of the property at 31500 Eagle Rock Way. (See Exhibits E— G.) On that visit, Mr. Steinman
stated that additional trimming had been performed at the request of the claimant in hopes of resolving the
issue, however, screening the property from wires and poles was important and that he would not be doing
any further trimming.

On September 28, 2022, the staff report and the Notice of the public hearing for VRP 16-1179 were mailed
to the claimant and the vegetation owner. The Notice was posted outside City Hall and on the City’s website.

STAFF ANALYSIS: Claims to remedy obstructions of views pursuant to Municipal Code Section
12.16.050 are considered by the View Restoration Committee (“Committee”). Claims may only be made
regarding vegetation that is: 1) six feet or higher in height, 2) located on real property that is within 500
feet of the claimant’s real property boundary, 3) not a claim pertaining to the same vegetation acted upon
by the city against that real property by the same complainant or subsequent owners of the complainant’s
property unless there are materially different circumstances, and 4) not one of the types of vegetation
exempt from the exemption provisions of Chapter 12.16 View Preservation and Restoration. The subject
claim meets all the said view restoration claim limitations for processing.

SIGNIFICANT VIEW IMPAIRMENT: Pursuant to Municipal Code Section 12.16.030, the
determination of significant view impairment shall be made by the Committee by evaluating and balancing
the types and benefits of the views to be protected and the nature and significance of the vegetation benefits.
The ordinance allows restoration of views based upon the establishment of pre-existing views from the
claimant’s property and a finding by the Committee of significant view impairment from selected viewing
locations in the claimant’s primary residential structure. The ordinance does not limit the number of viewing
areas or classify the viewing areas with respect to location in the structure, however, significant features in
the view may be considered when determining significant view impairment.

MANDATORY FINDINGS: The View Restoration Committee shall issue a View Restoration Order to
require restoration action regarding vegetation that obstructs pre-existing views when the committee makes
all the following findings.
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(i) The claimant has provided evidence of a cooperative attempt at initial communication and
mediation.

Communication submitted with the Formal View Restoration application provides evidence of an
initial attempt at prior communication between the claimant and the vegetation owner. The claimant
and the vegetation owner participated in a mediation meeting, however, at this juncture, the
claimant believes the mediated agreement has not been upheld by the vegetation owner and the
claimant has applied for Formal View Restoration. As the claimant provided evidence of a
cooperative initial communication and the parties participated in mediation, this finding can be
made.

(ii) The vegetation at issue is not exempt from the provisions of this chapter pursuant to Section
12.16.080.

The subject vegetation significantly impairs the claimant’s view; is greater than six feet in height
and lies within 500 feet of the boundary of the claimant’s property; is not City-maintained
vegetation; is not on the official heritage tree list established by the City Council; was not
conditioned through the design review process; was not approved through the hedge height claim
process pursuant to Chapter 12.14; was not approved by a view claim processed prior to December
17, 2014; and is not subject to a private agreement as part of a settlement agreement in resolution
of a legal action commenced in a court of competent jurisdiction. As such, this finding can be made.

(iii) There is substantial evidence to support the decision that there is a pre-existing view with
significant view impairment according to the criteria specified in Section 12.16.030.

Pursuant to Laguna Beach Municipal Code Section 12.16.020, “View” means a sight of a visual
scene from a fixed vantage point or location from a property owner’s principal residential
structure. The term “view” does not mean an unobstructed panorama of the features in a visual
scene. Based on the evidence provided with the claim and visits to the site, staff finds that the
claimant has established a pre-existing view and that a significant view impairment of the ocean
horizon exists from the living room and master bedroom attributable to the subject vegetation
located in the front, rear and side yards of the vegetation owner’s property. The ocean horizon is a
significant feature in the visual scene from the claimant’s primary residential structure. Vegetation
is the sole obstruction of the visual scene from the claimant’s property. Therefore, there is a pre
existing view with significant view impairment and this finding can be made.

(iv) Alteration, partial removal, or complete removal of the vegetation will not cause
unreasonable infringement of the privacy or other vegetation benefits of the occupants of the
property upon which the vegetation is located, including without limitation privacy, shade,
erosion control, enhancement of outdoor spaces and community aesthetics.

The subject vegetation provides partial screening to the raised patio and pool area in the front and
side yards of the property at 31500 Eagle Rock Way. Adjacent utility lines and poles are visible in
the current photos and not screened by vegetation recommended for partial removal. Lowering the
height of the subject vegetation and partial removal of larger trunks of the Giant Bird of Paradise
(see Exhibits H — K) retains the screening from adjacent neighbors and will not unreasonably
infringe upon of the privacy in the front patio and pool area. Staff believes the trimming
recommendations reflect an equitable balance between the right to reasonable use and privacy
afforded the vegetation owner and the right of the claimant to protection against unreasonable loss
of views. As such, staff believes that the trimming recommendations will not cause unreasonable
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infringement of the vegetation owner’s privacy and will restore the claimant’s view of the ocean
horizon to a level that is not significantly impaired. Therefore, this finding can be made.

(v) Alteration, partial removal or complete removal of the vegetation will not have a substantial
adverse impact on hillside, drainage, or erosion control.

The subject vegetation in the planting beds bordering Eagle Rock Way and Mar Vista slope
gradually downward to the pool decking. The recommended trimming and partial removal of select,
larger Giant Bird of Paradise trunks, staff believes, will not adversely impact erosion control as the
remaining, established, rooted vegetation and its foliage will mitigate any effects to the site during
rainfall. The recommended trimming in the front, rear and side yards, with trimming and partial
removal of vegetation, will not have an adverse impact on the hillside, drainage, or erosion control.
Therefore, staff believes this finding can be made.

(vi) If the recommended restoration action includes complete removal, all other restorative
actions set forth in sections (i) through (v) are ineffective in eliminating the significant view
impairment.

Staff is not recommending complete removal of vegetation subject to the claim.

(vii) If the recommended restoration action for complete removal is based on egregious view
impairment for which the consent of the vegetation owner is not required, the committee shall
find by clear and convincing evidence that the view has been diminished over time by the
growth of vegetation and/or by poor maintenance practices and/or by the lack of consistent
maintenance of vegetation and/or by the placement of vegetation in a view corridor and/or
by vegetation out of character with the landscaping in the neighborhood and, that upon
evidence of proof of prior notification by the claimant to the vegetation owner and that a
significant view impairment exists, there is an objectively unreasonable failure by the
vegetation owner to cooperate to resolve the view impairment with at least five written
notifications from the claimant to the vegetation owner over at least a three-year period prior
to filing a view claim.

The Mexican Fan palm, with its trimming by the vegetation owner subsequent to the claim filing,
has the fronds trimmed above the ocean horizon, does not significantly impair the view and,
therefore, a finding of egregious view impairment cannot be made. With maturity, trimming the
lower fronds the crown of the palm will allow the palm to rise above the ocean horizon. The
vegetation owner has performed additional trimming on other areas of the subject vegetation
subsequent to the claimant’s filing, hence, an unreasonable failure by the vegetation owner to
cooperate cannot be made. With these actions by the vegetation owner, staff believes the finding
of egregious view impairment cannot be made.

(viii) The recommended restoration action is the minimum action required to eliminate
significant view impairment.

Staff recommends initial trimming of the subject vegetation to the levels noted and depicted in
Exhibits H — K. Staff considers the recommended restoration actions of trimming of the lower
Mexican Fan palm fronds, removal of the older/taller trunks of the Giant Bird of Paradise and
trimming the subject vegetation to the levels as depicted in the attached hearing exhibits as the
minimum action required to restore the claimant’s pre-existing views.
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The Giant Bird of Paradise stumps, lower foliage and attached “pups” shall remain. At such time
that the “pups” develop into mature trunks and significantly impair the view, those mature trunks
shall be removed and the cycle of immature ‘pups” at the base shall be allowed to develop into
trunks. (See claimant submitted arborist report, pages 43-46.) The subsequent trimming shall be
performed annually and not exceed twelve months in duration. The initial trimming shall be
performed or supervised by an ISA certified tree trimmer or accredited arborist pursuant to LBMC
Section 12.16.050(c)(3)(G). Compliance to the height limit of the vegetation, in accordance with
the adopted Exhibits, shall be established by the certified tree trimmer or accredited arborist at the
time of the initial trimming. Staff does not supervise the arborist and/or tree trimmer during the
trimming process for compliance to the view order. After the initial trimming, staff shall document
the view corridor from the claimant’s property with compliance photographs from the living room
and master bedroom. The compliance photographs shall provide a benchmark of the height limit of
the vegetation located at 31500 Eagle Rock Way for future compliance. Pursuant to Municipal
Code section 12.16.060, the Committee is authorized to apportion costs of any initial trimming
costs between the claimant and the vegetation owner. Staff suggests that the claimant be responsible
for paying the cost of the initial trimming and the vegetation owner be responsible for the
subsequent maintenance. Trimming of the vegetation shall be consistent with Municipal Code
Section 12.1 6.050(c)(3)(G)(H). With the imposition of vegetation trimming and maintenance
requirements, this finding can be made.

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS: Based on the findings above, staff recommends that the View
Restoration Committee issue a view restoration order to require removal of the lower fronds of the Mexican
Fan palm, partial removal of trunks of the taller/mature Giant Bird of Paradise trunks and the trimming of
the Ficus, Bamboo and the mixed hedge in the front, rear and side yards of 31500 Eagle Rock Way to
restore the pre-existing views from the living room and master bedroom of 31522 Mar Vista Avenue.
Trimming of the aforementioned subject vegetation shall be performed every twelve months, with the initial
trimming to be paid by the claimant and subsequent maintenance be paid by the vegetation owner.

ATTACHMENTS: Staff Exhibits, pp. 1 — II
VRO 16-1179 Draft Resolution, pp. 12-18
Formal View Restoration application, pp. 19-42
Arborist Report, pp. 43-46



Current living room view
31522 Mar Vista

VRC Hearing Exhibit A
VRP 16-1179
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Front Yard Pool Area at 31500 Eagle Rock Way
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Subject vegetation located in the front yard pool area at the corner of Eagle Rock Way and Mar Vista Avenue.

VRC Hearing Exhibit E October 12, 2022
~VRP 16-1179
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Subject vegetation located in the front yard pool area at the corner of Eagle Rock Way and Mar Vista Avenue.
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Front Yard Pool Area at 31500 Eagle Rock Way
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Subject vegetation located in the front yard pooi area at the corner of Eagle Rock Way and Mar Vista Avenue.

VRC Hearing Exhibit G
VRP 16-1179

October 12, 2022
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Subject Vegetation Recommended Trimming at 31500 Eagle Rock Way
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Trimming shall be performed in areas depicted above with reference to Trimming Recommendation Table, Exhibit X. Trimming shall be performed
annually, one time per year.
Note: Exhibit is schematic of recommended trimming areas.

VRC Hearing Exhibit H October 12, 2022
VRP 16-1179



Trimming Recommendation
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Trimming recommendation on areas referenced above as referenced in attached Trimming Recommendation Table, Exhibit J. Trees behind palm
tree marked N/A (Not Applicable) are on a different property and not subject to the findings of the claim.
VRC Hearing Exhibit I October 12, 2022
VRP 16-1179



Trimming Recommendations
Reference Exhibits H, I and K for Areas of Subject Vegetation

Giant Bird of Paradise (GBOP)

Mixed hedge

Subject Vegetation Recommended Trimming
Bamboo and mixed hedge Height limited to top railing of upper patio deck at

31501 Burnside P1. Trim annually.

Partial removal of select, mature Giant Bird of
Paradise trunks at grade and allow existing pups to
remain. Height limited to top railing of upper patio
deck at 31501 Burnside P1. Removal of future
growth of trunks at grade that exceed height limit.
Trim annually.

Height limited to top railing of upper patio deck at
31501 Burnside P1. Trim annually.
Canopy to be trimmed annually to remove all
fronds that hang below growing point of frond
attachment.

Height limited to top railing of upper patio deck at
31501 Burnside P1. Trim annually.

Height limited to top railing of upper pati. leck at
31501 Burnside P1. Trim annually.

Mexican Fan Palm

VRC Hearing Exhibit i
VRP 16-1179

October 12, 2022

Mixed hedge

Ficus tree
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Trimming Recommendation

VRC Hearing Exhibit K

a
Giant Bird of Paradise

Removal at grade of taller trunks.

VRP 16-1179 October 12, 2022
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY
CITY OF LAGUNA BEACH
AND WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO:

CITY CLERK
CITY OF LAGUNA BEACH
505 FOREST AVENUE
LAGUNA BEACH, CA 92651

Fee Exempt per Govt. CodeJ7383 THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR RECORDING

RESOLUTION NO. 16-1179

A RESOLUTION OF THE VIEW RESTORATION COMMIYFEE
OF THE CITY OF LAGUNA BEACH

APPROVING VIEW RESTORATION ORDER NO. 16-1179 FOR
VIEW RESTORATION CLAIM NO. 16-1179

FOR ACTIONS TO RESTORE THE VIEWS AT 31522 Mar Vista Avenue

WHEREAS, on April 20, 2022, Jack Lampert, owner of the property located at 31522 Mar

Vista Avenue, Orange County Assessor’s Parcel No. 056-091-15, (herein “the claimant”), in the City

of Laguna Beach filed an application requesting a View Restoration Order (“VRO”) to restore a view

from their property that is significantly impaired by vegetation located at 31500 Eagle Rock Way,

Orange County Assessor’s Parcel No. 056-093-02, owned by Neil and Wendi Steinman (herein “the

vegetation owner”), in the City of Laguna Beach (“City”); and,

WHEREAS, on April 27, 2022, City staff conducted a site inspection at the claimant’s

property, 31522 Mar Vista Avenue, and confirmed a significant view impairment exists from

vegetation located on the vegetation owner’s property, 31500 Eagle Rock Way; and,

WHEREAS, notice of the View Restoration Committee (“Committee”) hearing was posted

at City Hall and published on the City’s website and was mailed to the claimant and the vegetation

owner pursuant to Laguna Beach Municipal Chapter 12.16; and,

WHEREAS, on October 12, 2022, after all eligible voting members of the View Restoration

Committee had visited the claimant’s property, the Committee held a duly noticed public hearing to

consider the request, at which time, all interested parties were given an opportunity to be heard and

12
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present evidence.

NOW, THEREFORE, THE VIEW RESTORATION COMMITTEE OF THE

CITY OF LAGUNA BEACH DOES HEREBY FIND, DETERMINE, AND RESOLVE

AS FOLLOWS:

1. The claimant has a view, as defined by Section 12.16.020 of the City’s Municipal Code (LB.M.C.),

of Catalina Island and the ocean horizon.

2. From 31522 Mar Vista Avenue, the claimant has established a pre-existing view in the primary

residential structure from the living room and master bedroom.

3. The View Restoration Order is approved based on the following:

a. Communication submitted with the Formal View Restoration application provide

evidence of an initial attempt at prior communication by the claimant and mediation was

completed to discuss view concerns with the vegetation owner.

b. The vegetation owner’s vegetation significantly impairs the claimant’s view; is greater

than six feet in height and lies within 500 feet of the boundary of the claimant’s property;

is not City-maintained vegetation; is not on the official heritage tree list established by

the City Council; was not conditioned through the design review process; was not

approved through the hedge height claim process pursuant to Chapter 12.14; was not

approved by a view claim processed prior to December 17, 2014; and is not subject to a

private agreement as part of a settlement agreement in resolution of a legal action

commenced in a court of competent jurisdiction.

c. Pursuant to Laguna Beach Municipal Code Section 12.16.020, “View” means a sight of

a visual scene from a fixed vantage point or location from a property owner’s principal

residential structure. The term “view” does not mean an unobstructed panorama of the

features in a visual scene. Based on the evidence provided with the claim and visits to the

site, the claimant has established a pre-existing view by a preponderance of the evidence

13
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and that a significant view impairment of the ocean horizon exists from the living room

and master bedroom attributable to the Mexican Fan Palm tree and mixed hedge of Giant

Bird of Paradise, Bougainvella, Pittosporum, Bamboo, Ficus, Eugenia and Pepper tree

(herein the “subject vegetation”) located on the vegetation owner’s property. The ocean

horizon is a significant feature in the visual scene from the claimant’s living room and

master bedroom in the primary residential structure. Vegetation is the sole obstruction of

the visual scene from the claimant’s property.

d. The subject vegetation provides privacy to the patio deck and pool area in the front yard

of the property at 31500 Eagle Rock Way. The recommended trimming of the subject

vegetation will not cause infringement of privacy for the vegetation owner as a significant

portion of the subject vegetation shall remain and protect views from neighboring

properties.

e. The subject vegetation is in the front, rear and side yards of the vegetation owner’s

property. The recommended trimming, as depicted in Exhibits H through K, will not

compromise the stability of the slope or have an adverse impact on the hillside, drainage,

or erosion control, mainly because removal of vegetation is not required.

f The removal of vegetation is not recommended.

g. As adopted, the initial trimming shall limit the height of the subject vegetation to the top

patio railing on the structure on top of the structure at 31501 Burnside Dr. as noted and

depicted in Resolution Exhibits H, I, J and K. Partial removal of larger trunks of the Giant

Bird of Paradise trees, as selected by the certified arborist, shall be performed while

allowing the stumps and lower vegetation to remain as noted and depicted in Resolution

Exhibits I, J and K. The subject vegetation shall be trimmed annually and not exceed 12

months in duration.

14
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h. The initial trimming shall be performed or supervised by an ISA certified tree trimmer or

accredited arborist pursuant to LBMC Section 12.16.050(c)(3)(G). Compliance to the

height limit of the vegetation, in accordance with the adopted Exhibit F, shall be

established by the certified tree trimmer or accredited arborist at the time of the initial

trimming. Staff does not supervise the arborist and/or tree trimmer during the trimming

process for compliance to the view order. After the initial trimming, the City shall

document the height of the vegetation from the claimant’s property with compliance

photographs. The compliance photographs shall provide a benchmark of the height limit

of the vegetation located at 31500 Eagle Rock Way. The claimant shall be responsible

for paying the cost of the initial trimming and the vegetation owner be responsible for the

subsequent maintenance. Trimming of the vegetation shall be consistent with Municipal

Code Section 12.1 6.050(c)(3)(G)(H).

4. Afler the initial trimming, the City shall document the restored view from 31522 Mar Vista

Avenue. Compliance photographs and Exhibits H, I, J and K, attached hereto and incorporated

herein, shall serve as a benchmark and documentation for determining future compliance.

5. The claimant, after the fourteen-day appeal period has expired, shall submit within thirty (30)

days after adoption of the View Restoration Order, one to three itemized bids supplied by a licensed

landscape contractor and certified arborist, acceptable to the city, to perform the work adopted by

the View Restoration Order. The claimant shall pay to the city an amount equal to the lowest of the

estimates and such funds shall be maintained by the city in a deposit trust account until compliance

of the work is verified by the City. The initial restoration actions for trimming, as ordered by the

Committee, shall be consistent with L.B.M.C. Section 12.16.050(c)(3)(G)(f-I).

6. Should the vegetation owner prefer to select the ISA certified tree trimmer or accredited arborist

to perform or supervise the restorative actions, the vegetation owner shall pay the claimant the

difference between the estimate of the claimant’s certified arborist and the estimate from the

15
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vegetation owner’s certified arborist. Should the vegetation owner wish to submit an estimate, that

estimate shall be submitted within thirty (30) days after the adoption of the View Restoration Order

following the fourteen (14) day period as allowed for appeal of the Resolution to the City Council.

Pursuant to L.B.M.C. Section 12.16.050(c)(3)QE), if the work is performed or supervised by the

vegetation owner’s accredited arborist, the vegetation owner shall forfeit the right to replacement

vegetation if the trimmed vegetation dies within two years of the initial trimming assuming there is

no negligence in the appropriate vegetation maintenance.

7. The compliance time ]imit shall be consistent with L.B.M.C. Section 12.16.050(c)(3)(H). The

vegetation owner shall comply with the conditions of the view restoration order within ninety (90)

days after notice from the city of establishment of a deposit trust account to perform the required

restoration actions.

8. The restored view from the claimant’s property will be verified and documented by the City

upon completion of the initial restoration actions. The documentation, photographic and otherwise,

shall be kept in the claimants’ property file at the Community Development Department and used

as a benchmark by the City for making a determination of significant view impairment and

compliance to the Order in any future view restoration enforcement actions. Compliance to the

Order is determined by the view corridor from the claimant’s primary residential unit as depicted in

the hearing exhibits and any subsequent notes and/or compliance photographs documented by the

city.

9. Implementation and enforcement of the view restoration order shall be consistent with the

procedures established in and pursuant to L.B.M.C. Sections 12.16.050(c)(3)(I), 12.16.090, 12.16.100

and 12.16.110.

10. The claimant has established a pre-existing view from the living room from the primary

residential structure (unit) located at 31522 Mar Vista Avenue. Should vegetation located at 31500

Eagle Rock Way, not subject to this View Restoration Order, grow into the view corridor depicted

16
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in the attached Exhibit F and the documented compliance photographs, and significantly impair the

view, as verified by the City, said vegetation, new or existing, shall be trimmed by the vegetation

owner to protect the view corridor shown on the documented City compliance photographs.

11. Pursuant to L.B.M.C. Section 12.16.100, this Resolution shall run with the land, shall be binding

on the claimant and the vegetation owner and their heirs, successors, and assigns, and, to the extent

permitted, shall be recorded in the official records of the County of Orange. In addition, the

Resolution shall be set forth in any Real Property Report required by Chapter 14.76 and should be

disclosed by each property owner or their authorized agent to prospective purchasers of their

property.

12. The claimant shall be responsible for the cost of the initial trimming of the subject vegetation.

The vegetation owner shall be responsible for the required subsequent maintenance of the subject

vegetation.

13. Any decision of the view restoration committee made pursuant to Chapter 12.16 takes effect

fourteen (14) calendar days following the appeal period pursuant to section 12.16.050(c)(3)(I)(5) and

may be appealed by the claimant or the vegetation owner to the City Council. Any such appeal must

be filed with the City, in writing and with the appropriate appeal fee, no later than fourteen (14)

calendar days following the date of the View Restoration Committee’s decision.

14. Pursuant to Article 19 of the California Environmental Quality Act, the restorative action is

categorically exempt under Section 15304, Class 4, Minor Alterations to Land.

15. For the foregoing reasons the View Restoration Committee hereby approves View Restoration

Order No. 16-1179 subject to the conditions stated in this Resolution and Exhibit F attached hereto

and incorporated herein which are necessary to restore the pre-existing view from the living room

and die bedroom from die primary residential structure at 31522 Mar Vista Avenue, Laguna Beach,

California.
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that View Restoration Order No. 16-1179 is

hereby approved:

ADOPTED this 12th day of October 2022.

AYES:

NOES:

ABSENT:

ATTEST:

Chair
View Restoration Committee
City of Laguna Beach, California

Marc Wiener, AICP
Director of Community Development
City of Laguna Beach, California
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Date Filed: _g//3f /~z9a—
Application No.

aECEWED
FORMAL VIEW RESTORATION APPLICATION ~ 0121122

‘i’iii~u ui’ilSIQN
CITY OF LIAGUNA BEACH

Claimant #1

Name: ~i(

ViewAddress; 2-2. V~/’4.’ V ~rJs~ ~.,j-e
Telephone: c~4q 3Qi~2. (a ~‘‘ (hom~O (work)

Emailaddress: ~ t4c

Date of acquisition of pr~perty subject of View Restoration Claim: I i.l a’?

Claimant #2 (if applicable)

Name:

View Address:

Telephone: ____________________________(home/cell) ________________________________ (work)

Email address:

Date of acquisition of property subject of View Restoration Claim: ________________________

(Please attach additional sheets for more applicants/property owners)

Vegetation Owner# I

Name e ca~A We-~cL %A

Address: i C ct UJc

Telephone: 4’~ 9— — 3022. (home cell (work)
ki r

Vegetation Owner #2 (if applicable)

Name

Address:

Telephone: ____________________________ (work)

Rev 08/2018

(home ce ____________________________

(Please attach additional sheets for more vegetation owners.)
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Vegetation Selected Viewing Location* View Obstructed

L:v:~, PoeJ &w,L
Qcrc~

~ ~-‘~A On—’-~ ~e-~ .~Z-f

* “Selected viewing locations or areas~ means one or more locations or areas chosen by the property owner from an
owners principa residential structure which are used to observe one or more views. Hallways, closets, mechanical
rooms bathrooms and garages shall not be considered or used as selected viewing locations or areas [LBMC
12.16 020]

Pursuant to the View Preservation and Restoration Ordinance, claimant(s) must show proof of contact with the
vegetation owner(s) prior to submittal of thJs—d~lication. I/We have made an attempt to contact the
vegetation owner(s) prior to the submittal .fIhis application and have attached proof of such (mark one below).

ITEMS
V
V

IS YES C NO
REQUIRED:
Complete this application.
Submit the application fee of $690 (minimum) plus $300 for each 2~, 3~, etc. claimant and/or vegetation
owner).

V Attach: 1) photos of evidence of pre-ex sting view, 2) Photos of current view, 3) plot plan with the vegetation
labeled and 4) evidence of prior communication elat-d o resolution of the view dispute issue

V Phase 1 Mediation completed on —

Date

. All photographic documents submitted with the application must be dated. Photographic
documents must also include the site address and location in the primary residential structure
where the photographs were taken.

. All documents must be submitted on 8 34 X 11 paper.

Rev 08/2018

VEGETATION OWNER NO. 2 (if applicable)

Name: ______________________________________________________
Address:

Vegetation Selected Viewing Location* View Obstructed

I
I
I
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PROCESS: Please refer to the View Restoration flow chart for a brief description of Phase 2 ‘View Restoration
Claim” and Phase 3 “View Restoraton Order’ Please refer to Chapter 12.16 of the Laguna Beach Municipal Code
for a full description and definitions of the View Preservation and Restoration process.

MANDATORY FINDINGS. The view restoration committee shall issue a view restoration order to require restorative
action regarding vegetation that obstructs pre-existing views and significantly impairs a view, if the committee makes
all of the following findings:

1. The claimant has provided evidence of a cooperative attempt at initial communication and mediation

2. The vegetation at issue is not exempt from the provisions of this chapter pursuant to LBMC Section
12.16.080.

3. There is substantial evidence to support the decision that there is a pre-existing view* with significant view
impairment according to the criteria specified in LBMC Section 12.16.030.

4. Alteration or removal of the vegetation will not cause an unreasonable infringement of the privacy or other
vegetation benefits of the occupants of the property upon which the vegetation is located including without
limitation privacy, shade, erosion control, enhancement of outdoor spaces and community aesthetics

5. Alteration or removal of the vegetation will not have a substantial adverse impact on a hillside drainage or
erosion control.

6. If the recommended restorative action includes removal, all other restorative actions are ineffective in
restoring the pre-existing view while preserving the health and aesthetic value of the vegetation, provided
that the vegetation owner consents to the removal.

7. The recommended restorative action is the minimum action required to restore the claimant’s pre-existing
views.

* “Pre-existina views” means one or more “visual scenes” from selected viewing locations or areas that are not
significantly impaired by vegetation and that existed on or after either the date of acquisition of the claimant’s property
or November 4, 2003 (the effective date of Ordinance No 1430 relating to view preservation), whichever is earlier It
shall be the claimant’s responsibility to sustain the burden of proof for establishing and substantiating pre-existing
views.

AFFIDAVIT

I/We hereby certify that all of the abave information contained in this application is, ta the best of
my knowledge and belief true and correctly represented. I/We understand that there ore no
assurances at anytime, implicitly or otherwise, regarding the ultimate disposition of this view claim.
I/We am/are the record owner(s) of the property described in this view claim, and hereby consent to
its filing with the City of Laguna Beach,

CLAIMc~~ER~OWNEXlGNATURE DATE

CLAIMANT/PROPERTY OWNER #2 SIGNATURE DATE

AUTHORIZED AGENT DATE

Rev 08/2018



RE: Addendum to Formal View Restoration Application

View Owner: Jack Lampert—31522 Mar Vista Avenue, Laguna Beach, CA 92651

Vegetation Owner: Neil and Wendi Steinman —31500 Eagle Rock Way, Laguna Beach, CA 92651

Date: March 30, 2022

Summary

o My name is Jack Lampert, I am a California native and have lived my entire life in Orange County. On

September 2, 2008, I purchased my dream home in Laguna Beach from the Carr family, with a beautiful

panoramic ocean view. Cyllene Carr, age 93, had recently passed away was the original owner of the home

built in 1962. My new downstairs art studio was filled with hundreds of oil based portraits she had painted of

Eiler Larsen, the “Laguna Beach Greeter”, a close friend and frequent tenant of the downstairs art studio.
• From 2008 until 2014, the Steinman’s, and I had shared the same gardener. At my expense, our mutual

gardener trimmed back vegetation on the Steinman’s property to maintain my ocean view.
• In 2014, Neil Steinman advised our gardener he would no longer allow him to trim his vegetation because “he

had cut his vegetation 2 ft. below the telephone lines”. Despite complaints from neighbors, the Steinman’s
proceeded to let their vegetation grow out of control and have built a fortress of 30+ ft. high, mostly dead

vegetation, completely surrounding their adjoining two lots.
• I met with Tony Farr of Laguna Beach View Preservation in March, 2016 and on giioii&, myself and Neil and

Wendi Steinman, entered into a Memorandum of Understanding pursuant to a mediation arranged by the

City of Laguna Beach. The memorandum signed by Neil Steinman agreed to reduce the Pittosporum Foliage

height, remove the Mexican Fan Palm fonds, and remove the Bird of Paradise Stalks and fonds and to be
maintained by the Steinman’s on an ongoing basis.

• The Steinman’s have not complied with the Laguna Beach Memorandum of Understanding. It has been

almost 3 years (5/22/18) since any response from Steinman despite numerous attempts via certified mail.
o With no consideration for their neighbors, the Steinman’s have constructed a barricade of rapidly growing

foliage completely surrounding their two lots consisting of: a large Mexican Fan Palm Tree, numerous Giant

Bird of Paradise, and Pittosporum foliage that have obstructed ‘10% of my Ocean View over the last 8+ years.

o The Mexican Fan Palm Tree, not visible when I purchased my home, is now ‘~40 feet tall with a ‘Sft. trunk

width with 25 ft. width span of thick, un-kept large fronds, located directly in front of my living room and

master bedroom views. Many of the Giant Bird of Paradise (now 30 ft. +) blocking my view were only 3—5

ft. tall when my property was purchased (see pictures).

• The primary reason stated by Neil Steinman to Tony Farr and myself was that his wife did not want to see the

telephone and cable wires and poles visible above their vegetation. This reason no longerexists. During 2019

and completed in January, 2020, at a cost of ‘$lOO,OOO+, myself and two of my neighbors on Mar Vista,
completed the undergrounding of the utility and telephone lines, completely removing layers of wires,

crossing over both Eagle Rock and Mar Vista and removal of three telephone poles. At no cost to the
Steinmans, this eliminated their issue, significantly and directly benefiting the value of their property.

o Since the purchase of my home in 2018, I have expended hundreds of thousands in home and landscape

improvements. I am an avid gardener enthusiast of tropical landscapes, courteous and respectful of my

neighbors, and continually strive to maintain the aesthetics of my property and Laguna Beach culture.

o The Steinman’s vegetation has significantly impaired the pre-existing ocean views of our neighborsand myself.

I am asking for the support of the Laguna Beach View Restoration Committee members to require the
Steinman’s to maintain their vegetation and respect their neighbors.
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Timeline

Date Action
6/13/13 • Attached Living Room picture showing pre-existing ocean view and no impairment.
2008-14 a Jack Lampert and the Steinmans shared the same gardener. Each year, J Lampert paid

gardener to trim the Steinman’s_vegetation_back to maintain ocean view.
2014 a Gardener was advised by Steinman, he could no longer cut his vegetation to protect

Lamperts view as stated in letter from Steinman 3/29/18 “1 asked the gardener not to
cut below the_telephone_lines,_and he ended up_cutting about 2ft._below them”.

3/16 a Lampert met with Tony Farrr, Associate Planner, Laguna Beach View Preservation and
Restoration to begin process of mediation.

4/5/16 a certified letter including pictures sent to Neil and Wendy Steinman notifying their
vegetation was_significantly_impairing_my_ocean view_(cc Tony_Farr).

5/31/16 Steinmans ignored letter— I proceeded with mediation process.
7/16 Met with Coleen Berg, mediator and Tony Farr at my residence to view obstruction.

Steinman advised his primary reason for his height of the vegetation on Mar Vista is to
protect him from viewing the telephone / cable poles and wires.

8/10/16 a J. Lampert and N. Steinman executed Memorandum of Understanding (MOU).
10/16 a (4 months after MOU), Steinman had vegetation cut without viewing from my property. I

immediately contacted Steinman to view from my house. Steinman agreed and stated in
attached letter to Tony Farr (3/29/18), “1 couldn’t see no discernable difference”.

a Lampert met with Tony Farr and advised him that the trimming was unsuccessful. Tony
advised “that it is up to the homeowners to work out the mediation, or alternatively, I can
proceed with filing of a formal view restoration application”.

7/13/17 Exchanged numerous pictures with N Steinman inviting him to view his vegetation
blocking my ocean from my deck.

11/3/17 a certified letter sent to Neil and Wendy Steinman stating their vegetation was impairing
my_pre-existing_view_and_have_not_complied_with_MOU_(ccd Tony_Farr).

3/28/18 a J Lampert sent certified letter to Steinman and ccd Tony Farr via Certified Mail that
vegetation continues to obstruct view.

5/22/18 (13 months after MOU Date) Steinman hired his Landscaper (50% paid by Lampert).
Landscaper advised me that Steinman would not let him cut the Mexican Fan Tree. I
contacted_Steinman_stating_his tree was_still_significantly_blocked_my_view.

8/10/18 a J Lampert sent certified mail to Steinman and (ccd Tony Farr) — providing pictures that
view_is still_being obstructed_by_Steinman’s vegetation._Steinman_ignored.

4/23/19 a J Lampert sent Steinmans letter and (ccd Tony Farr) — view still obstructed and I will be
forced to file for_Formal_View_Restoration_Application._Steinman_ignored.

8/8/19 a Met with Tony Farr at City Hall to discuss next steps — advised Tony that Steinmans
continue to ignore the view restoration mediation agreement

1/19 - Lampert and two neighbors on Mar Vista completed the undergrounding of the utilities,
1/20 lines, poles on Mar Vista at a cost of — $100,000+. Steinman’s stated primary concern of

having to view the_poles_and wires on Mar Vista and_Eagle Rock no_longer exist.
7/13/21 a Met with Tony Farr to discuss Formal View Restoration Application and advised no

response from Steinmans and continued to_disregard_the mediation_agreement.
2/27/22 a Steinmans vegetation is also obstructing next door neighbor Z. Munir (31542 Mar Vista

Way). Per Munir, he paid Steinman landscaper $4,000 + for trimming Steinman’s
vegetation,_but was still limited_by_N. Steinman_on_what_could_be_cut.
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VIA CERTIFIED MAIL

April 5, 2016

Neil and Wendi Steinman
31500 Eagle Rock Way
Laguna Beach, CA 92651

RE: View Restoration — Notice of Intent to File
Jack Lampert 31522 Mar Vista Avenue, Laguna Beach, CA 92651

Dear Neil and Wendy,

As discussed with you earlier last year, the vegetation on your property has grown to significantly
impair my views in the above referenced property which adversely affects the value of my
property. You informed me that you are unwilling to have me pay to cut the plants on your
property blocking my view. I am submitting pictures of pre-existing views when I purchased my
property in 2008 and current pictures in April, 2016 that clearly reflect the impairment.

This letter serves as notice of my intent to file as required under Phase 1 of the Laguna Beach
View Restoration Application pursuant to LBMC Section 12.16.080.

I would be happy to discuss my view concerns with you in further detail.

C~2.~N
~Lampert
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November 3, 2017

Neil and Wendi Steinman

31500 Eagle Rock Way

Laguna Beach, CA 92651

RE: View Restoration and Mediation Memorandum of Understanding dated 8/10/16

Dear Neil,

concerning property located at 31522 Mar Vista Avenue, Laguna Beach, CA 92651

As a follow up to our conversations, this letter is to notify you that my view has significantly deteriorated
since execution of the above referenced memorandum. It has been over three (3) years since I have
initially contacted you that vegetation on your property continues to grow obstructing almost my entire
ocean view.

Cc: Tony Farr, Associate Planner

Lampert
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March 28, 2018

VIA CERTIFIED MAIL RETURN

RECEIPT REQUESTED

Wendi and Neil Steinman

31500 Eagle Rock Way

Laguna Beach, CA 92651

RE: 31522 Mar Vista Avenue — Lampert Residence

Wendi and Neil Steinman,

Pursuant to my meeting with Tony Farr, Associate Planner at Laguna Beach, I am delivering notification to
Neil and Wendi Steinman of my View Restoration Claim for View Restoration Hearing with the Laguna
Beach City Council. In addition to multiple conversations with Neil Steinman on the view obstruction, I
have attached letters notifying the Steinman’s dated April 5, 2016 and November 3, 2017, of their

vegetation clearly impeding my pr&existing ocean views. After mediation thru Laguna Beach, Neil
Steinman and I entered into a Memorandum of Understanding dated August 10, 2016 to cut the foliage.
The Steinman’s have not to date complied with the Memorandum of Understanding and now 1 34 years
later, my ocean view continues to worsen. It has been over three years since I have not been able to
enjoy my Ocean View and the Steinman’s continue to literally grow a “fortress” around their entire
property that is 40+ feet in height, totally disrespecting their neighbors, and ignoring the directive of the
Laguna Beach mediation hearing.

I am attaching living room view pictures date stamped 6/13/13 and current pictures dated 2/11/18 that
clearly shows the view impairment. Additionally, I am attaching pictures of my master bedroom that
shows almost total obstruction of my ocean view. No plants existed in my view on 6/13/13 and now are
clearly obstructed by Giant Bird of Paradise, Mexican Fan Palms, Pittosporum foliage and a 70 ft + in

height Pittosporum tree obstructing the left of my ocean view.

It has now been over 3 years since the time I informed the Steinman’s that my Ocean View has been

totally obstructed, and the reason I purchased my Laguna home in 2018.

Sincerely, -

~ ),-i

Lack Lampert

cc: Tony Farr
Associate Planner

Laguna Beach - View Preservation and Restoration

505 Forest Avenue
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
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March 29, 2018

Associate Planner
View Preservation and Restoration
505 Forest Ave
Laguna Beach CA 92651

RE: 31522 Mar Vista Ave

In response to Jack Iampert’s letter (attached), I am ready, willing and able to work with Jack (or anybody
else) to get this resolved. See the attached text string between Jack & me which ended by my stating that!
was waiting for a callback from the arborist on 12/19/17 — to which Jack replied “Neil you can call off the
arborist. I am filing a view restoration claim with the board”. And I replied “Why? I just me with him (the
arborist) this morning”. And then nothing happened until now, 4 months later.

Regarding the mediation Memorandum at Understanding that Jack states I totally ignored, that is incorrect.
The memorandum is dated August 10, 2016 and I had the tree service out on 9/1/16, gave them the
instructions from the memorandum regarding what was to be cut & trimmed, and paid them $650 (copy of
check attached). Jack subsequently called me and said “Come to my house and see the difference”. I went to
his house and immediately said tha couldn’t see a iscernab e difference, w ic was unfortunate. So while
the ‘$650 didn’t help, it is not true to say I ignored it.

The reason I didn’t want Jacks gardener to cut the vegetation is because the l~ time it was done, I asked
gardener not t below the telephone lines, a e ende up cutting about 2 ft below them

Yes, this has taken a long time to resolve, but I want it behind me which is why I attempteji to arrange the
meeting between me, the arborist and Jack as mentioned above — back in December. I y6nted Jack to be
present when the arborist came since I already wasted $650 the first time.

Please tet me know how can proceed to amicably resolve this issue.

I .c frtO’

Thanks,

Neil Steinman )
(it~e.5 ‘~-“

(Ic~fc Qt

Cc: Jack Lampert ,,,J~

Neil Steinman * 31500 Eagle Rock Way * Laguna Beach CA 92651
949-300-3022 * nsteinmanl~gmail.com
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August 10, 2018

VIA CERTIFIED MAIL RETURN
RECEIPT REQUESTED

Wendi and Neil Steinman
31500 Eagle Rock Way
Laguna Beach, CA 92651

RE: 31522 Mar Vista Avenue — Lampert Residence
August 10,2016 Memorandum of Understanding

Wendi and Neil Steinman,

On May 22, 2018, an arborist was hired to cut the Steinman’s vegetation with the cost split 50/50%.

I am attaching a current picture of the view.

Exactly 2 years since the Memorandum of Understanding and over 3 years since I started this process with
the City of J2gtfñi View Restoration, and my view is still obstructed.

,~~n~erely,, •.k~’~

i/c—,t ‘~-‘~ _)

4atk Lampert

cc: Tony Farr
Associate Planner
Laguna Beach - View Preservation and Restoration
505 Forest Avenue
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
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April 23, 2019

VIA CERTIFIED MAIL RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Wendi and Neil Steinman

31500 Eagle Rock Way

Laguna Beach, CA 92651

RE: 31522 Mar Vista Avenue —

Notice of Formal View Restoration Application.

WencH and Neil Steinman,

This letter is to notify you of the filing of the Formal View Restoration Application.

Cc: Tony Farr

Associate Planner

Laguna Beach — View Preservation and Resoration

505 Forest Avenue

Laguna Beach, CA 92651



RE: Addendum to Formal View Restoration Application

View Owner: Jack Lampert —31522 Mar Vista Avenue, Laguna Beach, CA 92651

Vegetation Owner: Neil and Wendi Steinman —31500 Eagle Rock Way, Laguna Beach, CA 92651

Date: August 30, 2022 Update to original memo dated March 28, 2022

Update — 8/30/22

• Formal View Restoration began March 28, 2022. Neil Steinman and I met numerous times and

his tone was conciliatory, he recognized that his vegetation had been blocking my ocean view

for the last 6+ years, and we will work this out. Steinman arranged to have their trees trimmed

on June 16, 2022. After the cutting on the same day, I notified Neil that the Pittosporum foliage

immediately in the center was cut to acceptable levels, however, he did not cut the Giant Bird

Of Paradise blocking my right view, the Mexican Palm Fan was trimmed but still blocking my

view (which I offered to share expenses of removing and replanting of a new more appropriate

vegetation), and the Fig trees to the left of my view were not cut.

• The Arborist hired by Neil Steinman stopped by my house and stated to me “that he has advised

Neil numerous times to no avail, that the vegetation should be better maintained and paired

back to reduce the height and width”.

o On June 17, 2022, Neil advised that he would have his Arborist return to trim the trees. He also

reiterated that he did not have the authority to make any decisions on the vegetation and he

would have to defer to his wife Wendi Steinman.
• After numerous text and visits back in forth, on July 25, 2022, Neil advised me to proceed direct

with the City.

• I hired Peter Harnisch, ISA Certified Arborist, and conducted a site visit on 8/29/22 and

generated the attached report with pictures detailing the poor maintenance of the Steinman’s

vegetation blocking my view, and how the vegetation should be properly maintained without

harming the vegetation and without restricting my ocean view.

o The Steinman’s vegetation is also blocking both of my neighbor ocean views, to my immediate

left (Andy Chan 949-212-9772) and to my right (Joe Baker 949-466-0597). They will both be

supporting me in this view restoration process.
o Additionally, per conversation with John English at 31546 Burnside, Laguna Beach, next door

neighbor to Steinman, stated that he continues to have confrontation over the years with the

Steinmans causing an estimated $50,000 in damage to his kitchen and foundation, caused by

the overgrowth from the roots of the Steinmans Fig Trees.
o In August, the Steinman’s have listed their property for sale. I have contacted listing agent Bryce

Garman at Berkshire Hathaway notification of neighbor dispute and pending View Restoration

claim.
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Sum ma rv

• My property was purchased in September, 2008. I am a native Orange Counhad an unobstructed view
of the ocean at the date of purchase.

• Attached pictures of the Steinman’s fast growing Mexican Fan Palm Tree, Giant Bird of Paradise, and
Pittosporum foliage which have obstructed “70% of my Ocean View over the last 7 + years.

• On 8/10/16. Jack Lampert, and Neil and Wendi Steinman, entered in to a Memorandum of
Understanding pursuant to a mediation arranged by the City of Laguna Beach. The memorandum
signed by Neil Steinman agreed to reduce the Pittosporum Foliage height, remove the Mexican Fan

Palm fonds, remove the Bird of Paradise Stalks and fonds. This agreement was to be maintained by

the Steinman’s on an ongoing basis.
• The Steinman’s have repeatedly ignored and not complied with the Memorandum of Understanding.

I have not heard from the Steinman’s since 5/22/18 despite numerous attempts via certified mail and

several visits to Laguna Beach city with Tony Farr.
• The Mexican Fan Palm Tree is now over ‘-30+ feet tall with a ‘-5ff. trunk width with 25ff. width large

fronds, significantly obstructing my front living room view and master bedroom view.

• This Mexican Fan Palm Tree was not visible at the date when I purchased the property and only a few

feet visible at the date of mediation. Many of the Giant Bird of Paradise (now 30 ft. +) were only 3—

5 ft. tall when my property was purchased (see pictures). The Steinman’s two-lot property is now

completely surrounded by 30+ foot vegetation. The primary reason stated by Neil Steinman was to

protect their privacy so they did not have to see the telephone and cable wires and poles.

• Neil Steinman stated to Tony Farr and Jack Lampert, his reason for vegetation surrounding his

property (two lots) was to avoid looking up at the telephone and utility lines and to protect his privacy.

This reason no longer exists, In January, 2020, at a cost of ‘-$100,000, Lampert and two of his

neighbors that live on MarVista completed the undergrounding of the utility and telephone lines and

removal of telephone poles.

T~meIine

Date Action
6/13/13 • Attached picture from Master Living Room showing no view impairment and

visible ocean view.
2008-15 • Jack Lampert and the Steinmans shared the same gardener which trimmed the

Steinman’s vegetation back to protect J. Laniperts ocean view. Steinman’s would
not pay for the cost so Gardener services were paid by Lampert.

2015 • Steinman advised gardener and Lampert he would no longer allow gardener to
trim his vegetation. Stated vegetation looking back up the hill protected him
from looking at telephone and cable wires.

3/16 • Lampert met with tony Farrr, Associate Planner, Laguna Beach View Preservation
and Restoration tobegin process of mediation.
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4/5/16 • Certified letter sent to Neil and Wendy Steinman notifying their vegetation was
significantly impairing my ocean view, which included pictures of the pre-existing
view. (Letter attached and cc Tony Farr).

5/31/16 • Steinmans ignored letter — sent email advising Tony Farr to proceed with
mediation! sent payment to Tony Farr.

7/16 • Met with Coleen Berg, mediator and Tony Farr at Lampert residence to view
obstruction.

8/10/16 J. Lampert and N. Steinman executed Memorandum of Understanding.
10/16 • In Oct 2016, Steinmans hired his “arborist” to cut the trees without which was

completed in Oct. 2016. I immediately contacted Neil Steinman and invited him to
view from my house that there was no discernable difference in the trimming. Neil
agreed.

• Lampert met with Tony Farr and advised him that the trimming was unsuccessful.
Tony advised me that it is up to the homeowners to work out the mediation, or
alternatively,_I can file a formal view restoration_application.

7/13/17 • Sent Neil Steinman a text asking him how he wanted me to proceed and pictures
of the impairment. Numerous texts exchanged with N Steinman inviting him to
view from Lampert’s deck.

11/3/17 • Certified letter sent to Neil and Wendy Steinman stating their vegetation was
impairing my pre-existing view and they have not complied with the
Memorandum of Understanding. Copy of letter ccd to Tony Farr.

11/21/17 • Lampert texted and emailed Steinman text with video access to view impairment.
12/6/17 • Sent N. Steinman text requesting date the Arborist was scheduled. Steinman

responded he was busy until after 12/15/17
3/28/18 i Lampert sent certified letter to Steinman and ccd Tony Farr via Certified Mail

that vegetation continues to obstruct view.
5/22/18 • Lampert and N. Steinman paid 50/50% to l.andscaper to have vegetation cut.

• Advised Landscaper the Mexican Fan Tree was not cut and still obstructed view
and texted N. Steinman.

7/10/is • i Lampert texted picture to N Steinman showing view still obstructed - Steinman
ignored

8/10/is i Lampert sent certified mail Steinmans and (ccd Tony Farr) — providing pictures
that

4/23/19 • i Lampert again sent Steinmans and (ccd Tony Farr) — notifying Steinman’s that
their vegetation continues to obstruct Lamperts view, and advised of filing for
Formal View Restoration Application.

8/8/19 • Met with Tony Farr at City Hall to discuss next steps — advised Tony that
Steinmans continue to ignore the view restoration mediation agreement

1/20 • Lampert paid to underground telephone and Utility Unes. Lampert and two
neighbors on Mar Vista completed a 1 year + project for the undergrounding of
utilities on Mar Vista including telephone lines at a cost of approx. $100,000.

• This was the primary reason the Steinman’s stated they needed vegetation so
they would not see the telephone / cable wires.

7/13/21 • Met with Tony Farr to discuss Formal View Restoration Application. Advised Tony
that Steinmans continue to disregard the mediation agreement.

2/27/22 • Spoke to next-door neighbor / owner Zaydoon Munir at 31542 Mar Vista Way.
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• House was being listed for sale and Steinmans vegetation was obstructing his
view. Munir paid over $4,000 for vegetation to be cut and Steinmans still limited
him on what could be cut. Neighbor sold house for $4.5 million in March, 2022.

The day of the cutting, I advised the arborist, the Mexican Fan Tree was not cut. He advised me that

Tony instructed him not to trim this tree.

7/10/18 sent Neil a picture via text of the view and told him it still needs trimming. No response.

8/10/18 — Certified Mail sent to Steinmans and ccd Tony Farr — sending pictures and view is still

obstructed.

4/23/19 — Certified Mail —sent to Steinmans and ccd Tony Farr— notifying Steinman’s that their

vegetation continues to obstruct my view, and I am filing for Formal View Restoration Application.
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Peter C. Ham isch Consulting Arborist ISA Ce~ified Arborist WE-0773A
(626) 945 3176 Registered Consulting Arborist #595
peter@harnischtreecare.com ISA Tree Risk Assessment Qualified
1022 Santa Ana St. ASCA Tree and Plant Appraisal Qualification
Laguna Beach, CA 92651 Member American Society of Consulting Arborists

Jack Lampert
31522 Mar Vista Ave.
Laguna Beach, CA
8/29/22

Background

You recently contacted about trees near your residence. Apparently, trees belonging to
your neighbor are blocking ocean views from your home. The City of Laguna Beach
View Preservation and Restoration Ordinance establishes the right of property owners
to maintain ocean views while preserving trees. They recommend that a pruning plan be
submitted by an arborist to prune trees that are blocking views of others. You asked me
to inspect the trees and provide an opinion on the matter.

I traveled to the site on August 29, 2022. I visually inspected the trees from the ground
and took photographs. I told you that I thought the trees could be maintained while
improving views from your home. You asked me to submit a written report.

Limits

Observations made in the following are limited to that which is subject to this report
only. It is based on limited visual inspection from the ground only at the time of
inspection. No in-depth above or below ground inspections were performed. Many such
inspections may be necessary to be more conclusive about what was observed and are
not included as part of this report.

The following report is by no mean to be considered as a formal risk assessment for the
subject trees. All trees represent some risk of failure. Even with a limited evaluation
such as this, there is no guarantee that a tree will not fail unexpectedly. Trees are
dynamic living organisms subject to many influencing factors. All trees are potentially
hazardous regardless of their apparent health, vigor, or structural integrity. It is
impossible to be 100% sure that a tree is absolutely safe. The tree owner/manager must
decide how much risk he/she is willing to accept. This must be weighed against the
value and benefit that we receive from trees.

Observations

There is a large grouping of giant bird of paradise trees (Strelitzia Nicolal) in the
neighbor’s back yard adjacent to Mar Vista Avenue. They have grown against a wooden



fence which appears to define the property boundary. Some of the trunks appear to be
pushing against the wooden fence deforming it outwards (see Attachment A: Photo 1).
The trees appear to be poorly maintained and are obstructing your view of the ocean
(see Attachment A: Photo 2).

There is also a group of Indian laurel fig trees (Ficus microcarpa) in the same neighbor’s
yard that are blocking views as well (see Attachment A: Photo 3). They appear to be
overgrown and in need of pruning to reduce end weight and forestall limb failures. The
species is known to have invasive roots that can cause property damage.

Conclusion

It is my opinion that the subject bird of paradise and fig trees could be pruned to
improve your ocean views without harming them. I also believe that it may serve to
improve their condition.

Recommendations

I recommend that you hire a competent licensed and insured arborist to perform the
following;

Bird of paradise trees
• Prune off some of the larger trunks once a year while allowing existing shorter

ones to develop. This will keep grouping compact, improve trunk spacing, and
reduce deformation of the wooden fence.

Fig trees
• Prune trees yearly to reduce end weight and prevent limb breakage. This will

also help to slow down root growth.

Let me know if I can be of further assistance in this matter,

Peter Harnisch
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Attachment A: Photos
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Photo 3. A group of fig trees is
also blocking ocean views from
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